International offshore drilling
contractor needed a global partner

“Through their knowledge and
dedication to providing the highest
level of service in each of the
markets they serve, TMF Group
has made a significant contribution
to the establishment of our
presence in Europe and Asia”

Global company Vantage Drilling explains how TMF
Group has helped them to expand successfully.
Client profile

Mark Howell,
General Counsel for
Vantage Drilling

Vantage Drilling is an international offshore drilling contractor which operates a fleet of
modern, high specification drilling rigs on a worldwide basis.
Since its inception in 2007, the company has built an experienced and dynamic team of
personnel from across the globe to support its worldwide drilling operations. TMF Group is
delighted to have been able to team up with Vantage from its early days and be a part of its
global growth and expansion. Vantage is listed on the NYSE MKT Stock Exchange.

How TMF Group helped
The cooperation between Vantage and TMF Group started in our Hungary office, as
we assisted with the company set up and still provide management, domiciliation
and accounting services. Shortly afterwards our assistance expanded to our Dutch
offices and from there our relationship grew even further, with introductions being
made to our offices in Luxembourg, Malaysia, Singapore, Brazil, and Poland.

TMF Group provides the following
services to Vantage Drilling:







Corporate secretarial
Bookkeeping
Registrar
Domiciliary
Management

Vantage’s Global Tax Director Linda Ibrahim said: “TMF Group and its personnel
have been an indispensable asset to us in our global expansion.”
General Counsel for Vantage Mark Howell added: “Through their knowledge and dedication
to providing the highest level of service in each of the markets they serve, TMF Group has
made a significant contribution to the establishment of our presence in Europe and Asia.”
TMF Group’s Director of Client Services Myrthe Görtzen said: “Vantage is an
excellent example of an international structuring client for whom we service
multiple companies across the globe. We are the business partner for clients
internationally holding single assets and our excellent cooperation with Vantage
proves that. It has been a great pleasure working with Vantage’s dynamic team.
They are extremely busy organising their global business and we have made sure
that we are merely a phone call away wherever and whenever they need us.”

In the future
We aim to help Vantage to accomplish their global strategy by supporting their mission:
•
•
•

to own a fleet of world class rigs with premier offshore drilling performances
to build one of the most experienced and dynamic teams in
the industry with an unsurpassed safety performance
to exceed customer’s expectations and delivering an excellent operational performance.

Vantage plans to continue to grow through strategic acquisitions of assets. As their
global business partner, we are committed to helping them make this happen.
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